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LLAMA JUDGING
DEVELOPING YOUR EYE

WHICH LLAMA WOULD YOU WANT TO SHOW?
IDENTIFY THE DIFFERENCES
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MARCH LLAMA MADNESS JUDGING CONTEST GUIDELINES
The following pages we will attempt to educate you as to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Parts of the animal diagram
Skeletal structure
What is the ideal llama
Photos and diagrams of correct structure as well as photos of faults
Conformation balance
Developing a system for evaluation / note taking
Marking your score card
Judging
Terminology in talking a class of llamas
Test your knowledge on structure of llama
Photo judging class
How the different shearing style can change the look of the llama.

Judging Contest Guidelines
To be able to effectively evaluate llamas is highly important in the industry. Llama producers
and breeders evaluate llamas on their potential to produce high quality, efficient breeding
animals as well as saleable offspring. Llama breeders are trying to relate the “form” of the
animal with “function” for which it is intended to serve. One can readily see the economic
importance of this activity. Thus, when we judge llamas we differentiate among “superior”,
“average”, and “inferior” animals. We are looking for the most desirable animals to fit our
particular needs. In addition, the evaluation of animal structure and breeding soundness is
necessary in selecting breeding animals.
Llama Judging???
• Llama judging is the evaluation of llama’s characteristics and making a comparison to
other llamas and the ideal standard of that particular class. After evaluating each animal
individually, a ranking is assigned to that class
•

A typical contest class consists of 4 llamas, these llamas shall be numbered 1 through 4
- the handlers will wear the number of the llama.

•

Enhances decision making capabilities and provides the opportunity to defend those
decisions through oral reasons. Oral reasons provide the framework for public speaking
skills. Builds character, integrity, and honesty. Network with other individuals and
producers who share similar interests.

“Judging instills confidence in those people who may be timid and humbles those who tend to
be conceited.” - Harlan Ritchie
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A llama judge should always remember that each class is officiated in a subjective manner,
however to be the most effective one should judge objectively.
Llama judging is an art developed through patient study and long practice. To be a good llama
judge you must:
▪

Know the parts of the animal and their location.

▪

Know which parts are most important for soundness and breeding stock production and the
most desirable conformation for each part.

▪

Visualize the ideal animal.

▪

Make keen observations and compare them to the ideal.

▪

Weigh the good and bad points of each animal.

▪

Develop a system of analyzing and examining animals so important points are not
overlooked.

▪

Determine which animal fulfills a particular need and selection priority.

To Judge a Class of Llamas
In the judging contest, the contestants will be divided into groups with a group leader assigned.
The group leader will be the one you go to for questions and they will see to it that each
contestant is doing their own work. There is to be no talking among the contestants. If you
have a question it must be directed to the leader.
The contest coordinator will keep everyone informed as to how much time is left to judge and
then give you time to mark your cards.
You will be told which class there will be questions on. You will be able to take notes on that
class so you can look them over before the questions are asked. Once the questions have
started there is to be no looking over your notes or the class of animals. There will be an
exception for the junior age participants.
Questions could cover things like weak pasterns, level top line, which llama has a u neck, best
set to the ears. They could cover things like camped under, cow hocked, splayed foot, opened
shoulder, off in the mouth, which llama has a specific wool type, etc. We will be explaining them
later on.
A class of llamas generally consists of four animals. A llama judging contest is simply a
collection of various classes of llamas. As you approach a class of llamas you will be told to turn
your back toward the class and to label your placing card. Do not begin judging until you are told
to start. Once told to start judging the class, you will have 10 to 15 minutes to judge the class,
take notes to help keep your thoughts in order. You will be given a time to make your final
placings and mark them on the card. Always, always, always double check your placing on
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your card and make sure that your name is on the card before turning it in to the group
leader.

General Llama Judging Participants
▪

Four division you can enter in, Junior Youth Division – ages 7-11, Intermediate Youth
Division – ages 12-14, Senior Youth Division – ages 15-19 and the Adult Division – age 20
an older.

▪

Unlimited individuals can enter.

▪

Unlimited teams can enter.

▪

Teams can have no more than three members. Only one judge or apprentice judge can be
on a given team.

▪

Must check in at the show prior to the contest.

▪

Must send in fee and entry by March 15, 2019 deadline.

▪

No talking once the contest begins. Do your own evaluating.

▪

Scoring will be done with the Hormel Scoring Systems.

Format
•

Teams and or individuals will judge three classes of llamas which could consist of a
juvenile male class, yearling female class, and an adult female class.

•

There will be no wool divisions and the classes of llamas will be judged on conformation,
balance, eye appeal, and soundness.

•

One class will be a question class based on one of the classes of llamas in the contest.

•

Placings classes are worth 50 points each, question are worth 10 points for each
question – 5 questions asked.

•

Perfect score is worth 200 points.

•

10-15 minutes to make your placings and mark your card.

•

Scoring Calculation will be done by the Hormel system of scoring
http://www.worldaccessnet.com/~normans/hormel.html
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Parts of the Animal
The following pages will provide you with diagrams of the external parts of an animal. Proper
understanding of the parts of animals allows you to better communicate an animal’s strong and weak
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What is the Ideal Llama?
General Appearance: The objective of the ideal llama is to set a standard to which all
llamas are judged against. Evaluating a llama is the art of being able to recognize a
strong, healthy, sound and correctly conformed true llama in our industry.
The ideal llama is proportionate in shape, balanced and symmetrical and stands on four
strong legs. The length of the neck equals the length of the legs and is 2/3 the length of
the back. The limbs of the llama are closer to the midline than most other domestic
animals and giving them the ability to move freely. The llama has three natural gaits: the
walk, pace and gallop.
Head and Neck: the head of an alert llama rises vertically from the withers area with the
neck measuring 2/3 the length of the back and equates to the length of the legs. The
neck flows smoothly into the back.
The head is tapered with a well-fitting jaw. The head bares two upright banana-shaped
ears.
The eyes protrude slightly from their sockets and are round and large. There can be
several shades of black with another acceptable color being brown (flecks are also
acceptable).
The mouth fits well together with the lower incisors meeting the upper dental pad. The
upper lip is centrally divided and mobile to give them more dexterity in gathering food
from certain plants.
The nose has two well defined open nostrils with the ability for a clear air exchange.
•

•

o

Faults: Over and under bite,
o Ears showing a spear shape
(indicative of alpaca traits),
o Forward set to the ear,
o Disproportionate length of
the neck (too long to short),
o U neck.
Congenital Defects: Gopher Ears short, rounded and deformed ear

o
o
o
o

Wry face - lateral deviation of frontal
nose place; can be slight to extreme
Entropion - eyelid rolls in and hair
rubs on eye
Ectropion - eyelid rolls out or is very
loose
Choanal Atresia - deviation of the
nose; can be slight to extreme
Deafness

Body:
The back of the llama is very straight with a squared off appearance to the rump. The
chest should have depth to allow for adequate capacity for air exchange. The ribs should
have the appearance of a nice rounded side allowing for internal capacity.
Faults:
o Sagging Back
o Roach back (e.g.
camel/hump back)

Congenital Defects:
o Lateral deviation of the spine curvature of the spine
o Crooked tail - permanent deviation

Legs:
The legs should be strong and straight. Front view: A plumb line dropped from the midpoint of the shoulders should fall through the mid-point of the knee, fetlock and between
the toes. Rear view: A plumb line dropped from the mid-point of the hip should fall
through the middle of the hock, fetlock and between the toes. The body is supported by
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four strong legs with feet having two toes with hard nails on each toe, and a healthy
leathery pad that protects the feet.
Front leg faults:
o Knock kneed
o Calf Kneed
o Buck Knees
o Weak pasterns
o Splayfoot
o Post legged
o Pigeon toed

Rear Leg faults:
o Cow hocks
o Sickle Hocks
o Bowlegs
o Post Legged
Congenital Defects:
o Syndactyl - fused toes
o Polydactyl - more than two digits on
the foot

Gait:
A free-flowing stride is characteristic of the llama. Its normal speed gait is a stable three
gait. A walk where each foot is moved and planted separately. At a faster speed the
llama has a pacing gait which is two point, where the two feet on either side are moved
together, with the third gait being the gallop.
Faults:
Excessive angular limb deformity causing excessive movement of the body
Joints tracking medially or laterally to the vertical plumb line
Gaits associated with angular limb deformity such as:

Normal gait

Dishing in
(Bow legs, pigeon
toed),

Wing out
(Splayed foot; Knock
knees),

Robe walking
(Base narrow)

Movement should be viewed from the profile, or side view for:
Overall balance in body and stride….rump and tail set
Fluid, easy movement…..flexibility of hock
Strength of the top line…..strength of pasterns
Juncture of neck to body…..angulation of the shoulder/hip/hock
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Examples:
Short, choppy stride

Long, over reach

Bobbing head/neck
Bobbing tail

cause straight shoulder
post leg
short hip length
cause too much angle to hock/hip
low tail set / sloped rump
short torso / long hip length
cause front leg faults
cause rear leg faults

Movement as viewed from behind may indicate:
Rear feet pointed out
View over the top /
Spring of rib – depth of rib
Width between back legs

cause close at hocks – cow hocked
cause stiffness of hocks – post legged
cause body capacity
fluid, east movement
cause in line with front
body capacity
straight rear legs
base wide/base narrow
rope walker/cross-over

Movement as viewed from the front may indicate:
Front toes pointed out

Knees moving to outside
of normal straight line

Width between front legs

cause close at the knees / knock knee
twisted at the knees
turned out fetlocks / splay foot
cause excessive chest width – wide base
obesity
excessive twist to fetlocks
cause narrow, resticted movement
base narrow / base wide
obesity
open shoulders

Genitalia:
Female Reproductive Organs
The female reproductive organs are protected internally and therefore are not visible
from the outside.
However, the vaginal opening should be well covered by the tail, should not be too small
and should be situated in a vertical rather than a horizontal plane. A vaginal opening
that is not near a vertical plane is more susceptible to infection.
o Too small vaginal opening
Congenital Defects:

Faults:
o Tipped up clitoris
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o
o

o

Vaginal opening not near a
vertical plane
Hermaphroditism - male and
female genitals

o

No more or less than
functional 4 teats
Lack of or incorrect
anatomical position of
any visible part of the
reproductive system.

Male Genitalia
The most visible part of the male genitalia are the testicles which are situated and
protected underneath the tail. The scrotum is well attached and carries the testicles,
which are even in size and correct in anatomical placement. This is not applicable in
geldings. The penis is also an external organ, which is situated under the belly between
and in front of the rear legs.
Faults:
o Too hard or too soft testicular
consistency
o Cystic testicles
Disqualifiers:
o Hermaphroditism - male and
female genitals
o Ectopic testicles (not in
scrotum; located in abnormal
location)

o No more or less than
two equal sized
testicles in the
scrotum (not
applicable in
geldings)
o No more or less than
4 teats (exception of
gelding

FAULTS BITE – OFF IN THE MOUTH
Normal skull and bit

Short upper jaw

Elongated lower jaw – over bit
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EAR
IDEAL

FORWARD SET

EAR WIDE SET

GOPHER EAR

SHORT EAR

EYES
BLUE EYE

FACE
WRY FACE

NECK
U NECKED
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COMFORMATION AND BALANCE
In creating your ideal llama, divide your llama into three equal portions.

Ideal conformation,

legs too long,
Leg outside rectangle

legs to short
Top line outside rectangle

Neck to short

head doesn’t reach top of rectangle

BODY
CROUCHED
ROLLED RUMP
LOW TAIL SET

ROACHED BACK
-CAMEL/HUMPED BACK

WEAK TOP
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SHORT NECK

LONG BODY

Crooked tail / curveture of the spine goes here NEEDS

PICTURES.

LEGS AND FEET
CALF KNEED

BUCK
KNEED
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COW
HOCKED

SICKLE
HOCKED

KNOCK
KNEED

POST
LEGGED

SHORT
LEGGED
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CAMPED
UNDER

SPLAY
FOOTED

WEAK
PASTERN

NARROW
BASE /
NARROW
CHEST
FLOOR

WIDE BASE /
WIDE CHEST
FLOOR
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Test your knowledge and skill of llama judging.
Can you identify the correct traits in these llamas? (There can be more than one
diagram for two of the description.)
___ Knock-kneed

___ Shallow body – no depth

___ Normal front view

___ Normal rear view

___ Camped under behind

___ Small boned limbs

___ Sickled hocked

___ Good conformation

___ Humped back, camel back, Kyphosis

___ Sway back

___ Wide a chest

___ Short legs

___ Normal side view of rear leg

(answers key on page 27)
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Develop a System for Evaluation
Each time you judge a class of llamas or analyze a group of llamas, you should rely on a system of observing
the animals.
1. Stand back. Allow enough room between yourself and the animals so that you can see all animals at
one time. This allows you to make better observations concerning the class.
2. Three angles. Try to look at the class from the side, the rear, and the front. You should compare each
animal to the others in the class and to the “ideal” animal you have pictured in your mind.
3. There will be given ample time to make sure you have seen three sides of the animal. Walking pattern
will be in place so that you do not have to move about for the judging.
4. Big things place the class. Always look for and analyze the good and bad characteristics of each
animal. Make sure you place the class according to the big things .

Preparing Notes for a Contest
You will need a notebook (stenographer spiral notebook (6 by 8 inch) is a good size notebook to use) and a
pencil or pen. For the beginner judge, this will help train you and keep your focus on the task at hand. As you
develop your judging skill, good note taking is a must on reason classes and question classes.
Remember that notes are used to help you visualize the animals in the class. Use your notes to refresh your
memory of the animals. Avoid memorizing your notes; you should give reasons from a mental image of the
animals rather than memorizing the notes.

Helpful Hints on Note Taking
•
•
•
•
•

Before the contest, take your note pad and divide a page into 4 sections. One for each animal. Label
each section number of the animals
Write down the name of the class i.e. Yearling female
When you approach a class, stand far enough away from the llamas for a general look.
Write down the big things that appear to you first: Size, top line, correctness, balance, capacity, etc. for
each llama.
Write down what identifies this llama -- i.e. color
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•
•

•

•

•

Write down a tentative
placing.
Start with your first
pair and write down
the assets for the top
llama. Then write the
grants for the animal
you placed second.
Proceed to your
middle and bottom
pairs.
Do not spend the
entire class time
writing. If you do, you
will memorize your
notes and be unable
to recall the animals
in the class when you
get ready to give your
reasons or answer
questions.
Your notes should be
brief. Develop a
method of shorthand
to quicken the
notetaking process.
Above all, make sure
your notes are
readable.
Do not waste time. If
you finish a class
early, relax, look at
the animals and try to
remember them. This
will enable you to
more easily visualize
the class for reasons
and questions.

Good quick notes will help
you remember the llamas in
the questions class.
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Marking Your Score Card.
•
•
•
•

Always, put your name on the card. This should be the first thing that you do. More contest are lost
because a name was not on the card.
Be sure to put the name of the class on the card.
As stated earlier, each class will consist of four llamas. The handlers will hold the number of the llama.
They generally will start on the left side from the rear at 1 – 4. You will be using those numbers in your
placing.
There is a possibility of 24 different ways to score your placings. Make sure you mark your placings with
a check as well as circling the correct placings. Correct placing is worth 50 pts, questions 10pts each.

Correct way to mark the card
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Judging
The ideal type of llama that you formulate in your mind serves as a guide in the selection of llamas. Attempting
to judge llamas without first having a set fixed image of an ideal llama in your mind is synonymous to driving a
car without a steering wheel, it soon ends in a tragedy. Looking at good llamas both live and in pictures help
set up your ideal llama in your mind. The practical, the profitable and the useful type of llama should be
fundamental in your selection of llamas.
There are four main elements you should keep in mind when judging as well as determining life choices:
Evaluate, Prioritize, Make a Decision, and Be Able to Defend.
1) Evaluate the llamas that are presented to them in each class (quality may vary considerably)
2) Prioritize the traits that he/she feels are most important in the llamas in the class
3) Make a decision after carefully evaluating the llamas in the class
4) Defend your decision to the exhibitors in the class, breeders on the sideline and spectators (Strong
oral reasons are a very important part of our shows)
The following characteristics that judges should cultivate to be successful in selecting and evaluating llamas
are:
▪ Have a desire to know llamas.
▪ Observe the imperfections as well as the perfection of the llamas.
▪ Form a mental image of the ideal llama.
▪ Judging involves by knowing the comparison of differences, and being able to compare them
against an ideal llama.
▪ Be able to compare first to the ideal then to the other animals.
▪ Having a keen sense of observation.
▪ Be able to detect important differences quickly and accurately.
▪ Persistent practice of evaluating the ideal llamas is a sure way of sharping your mind to detect the
differences.
▪ Realize that each animal possesses a physical individuality that sets it apart.
▪ Have constant contact with llamas.
▪ To attain a “keen eye” you must be among llamas and think about llamas. Looking at a llama
without analyzing its physical make up is futile.
▪ Being able to analyze a class of animals logically.
▪ The llama must be judged as the whole llama rather than a number of separate parts.
▪ Approach the class in an honest, open-minded manner.
▪ Be careful that your enthusiasm for perfection in certain points does not interfere with your
judgment of the total llama.
▪ Do not allow prejudice and biased opinion to influence your placings.
▪ If you rely on your emotions you will disqualify yourself as a judge.
▪ Judging is applied, sound reasoning.
▪ Being able to think independently.
▪ Be prepared to accept just criticism.
▪ Make your mistake a stepping stone for improvement.
▪ Your judgment may be just as sound as the next, so be honest with yourself and rely on your own
ability.
▪ Remain emotionally stable.
▪ The most useful assistance the judge can possibly have on these occasions is the ability to
recognize values, a deep regard for honesty and discipline in independent thought and action.
▪ Being able to give effective reasons.
▪ Giving reasons is no doubt, a very difficult task.
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▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

It requires a large well-selected vocabulary, concentration, detailed accuracy, orderly and logical
comparisons, variation in the choice of terms, and the ability to give the reasons in a persuasive,
confident manner.
Good reasons are partially due to natural talent, but are based on acquired knowledge and practice.
Develop a definite system of giving reasons.
First state the outstanding and good points of the top llama and then tell why you placed this llama,
even though it may have some faults, over the one below it.
Be accurate in your statements.
Compare one llama to another.
Use description sparingly.
Refer to the llama by the number, avoid excessive use of “he”, “she”, or “it”.
Practice “seeing” the animals when you are talking about them.
Eliminate “better” in your reasons, be more specific.
Always grant the “under” animal any credit that is due.
With a close pair, give nearly as much credit to the “under” llama as you do to the llama you place
over it.
Do not over criticize the bottom animal, even though it may be very poor, two or three criticisms
then quit.
Stand in a straight, comfortable position.
Have confidence in your placing, yet do not assume a “cocky” attitude.
Talk in a clear, convincing manner. Make your main points impressive and emphatic.
Vary your tone of voice, but do not shout.
Look the judge in the eye, or at least give that impression.
Present your points in a well-organized, logical sequence.
Employ a variety of terms; avoid repetition.
Understand the meaning of the terms.
Keep in the mind the purpose of the llamas in each class and then use appropriate terms.
In fiber classes, mentions the type of fiber represented when you are talking about type and
character.
Be sure to give a set of reasons within time allowed two minutes).
ABOVE ALL BE YOURSELF WHEN GIVING REASONS.

Terms to use in talking a llama class:
Appearance
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Balance and Eye Appeal
Proportional
Evaluating Balance and Eye Appeal
The proportional of the animal - How well the llama’s parts fit together
Length of neck
Better balanced (includes all parts blended together) or stylish
Eye appeal or flashier
More structurally correct
More feminine (masculine)
A more pleasing package, more elegant, more regal in appearance
Nicer profiling, patterned
Presence (one of my personal favorites, includes style, flash, eye appeal, etc.)
Heaviness of structure

Topline
▪ Levelness of Topline and Hip
▪ Levelness of top and tail set
update 1/11/19 8:42 PM
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▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Straighter or stronger topped
Leveler topline with higher tail-set
More nearly level rump
Laid in smoother about her shoulder
Blended smoother in her neck/shoulder junction

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Structural Soundness
Structural Correctness
Looseness of skeleton and mobility, of utmost importance to ensure llama longevity
Skeletal Correctness
Proper angle to shoulder and knee
Appropriate set to pastern

▪
▪
▪
▪

Internal Dimension
Internal Dimension and Volume
Width of Skeleton Depth and Shape of Rib
Natural Base Width at the ground. (Important for the condition of females to not be
heavily conditioned.)
Deeper bodied/hearted
Bolder spring of rib
Bigger ribbed/higher volume
Exhibited more natural width through his/her center
Wider based with more capacity
More capacious & broodier appearing
Displayed more skeletal width and dimension

Structure

Body

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
Structure / Movement
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Square set from hock to ground from behind
More structurally correct
Stood more correctly on his/her feet and legs
Took a longer, freer, more correct stride off both ends
Freer moving with more reach of stride
She/he was more fluid in their movement around the ring
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Different cuts on the same llama.

Barrel Cut

Show Cut

Just the middle sheared off
Ideal of harvest fiber

More fiber off the shoulder and hip
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Lion Cut

Breeder Cut

Fiber sheared from shoulder to chest
floor back to hip and stifle region

Fiber sheared from the shoulder to
the hip and stifle region

Argentine Cut
Fiber sheared off leaving leg and neck fiber on
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Place this class of Yearling Llamas.

3
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4
What is you placings of these four Females?
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(Identify Class) Yearling Females

Narrow Front/Base

Sickle-hocked

1 Appy

4 Paint

Heavy Boned

Wide Based Front and Rear

2 Lion Cut

4.

3 Paint /Appy
Rolled Rump

1

Straight Level Topped
Cow-hocked

3

Good Neck Extension
Narrow Based Behind

My Placing. 2

Good Rear Leg Placement

Grant ( 1 places over 4) 4 wider base through the front end

1 / 4 Leveler over the hip and rump, smoother juncture in the neck
and shoulder, breed character with more desirable ear shape

Grant 1 is more feminine

3/1 (3 places over 1) More correct on rear legs and has more
capacity

Grant 3 is more feminine and has a longer neck

Pairs 2 / 3 (2 places over 3) For her balance, wider based, substance
of bone

by Merlene and Darrell Anderson

Official Placings and Reasons
2314 with cuts of 423

In my middle pair, I’ve chosen to use the #3 colorful appy female in
a close placing. She simply is more correct in her rear leg structure
than #1, as she demonstrates more correct angulation from her hip
to her hock. She also is wider based through her front end and
demonstrates more balance. I recognize that #1 possesses an
advantage in breed type and character as she has a more correct
shape to her ears.

I place this class of yearling females 2-3-1-4. In my top pair, the bold
fronted, heavy boned llama with the “lion cut” simply displays more
power both in her front and rear. She stands down on more
substance of bone and possesses more capacity. I grant that #3 is
more feminine and displays more length of neck.

26

In the bottom pair, the #1 female excels #4 in her style, presence
and balance. In addition, she demonstrates more levelness of rump,
and comes out of her neck/shoulder junction more correctly. I grant
that #4 exhibits an advantage in base width up front, but simply
lacks the overall design and correctness of the other llamas in this
class.
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KEY. Test your knowledge and skill of llama judging.
Can you identify the correct traits in these llamas? (There can be more than one
diagram for two of the description.)
B M__ Knock-kneed

____K___ Normal side view of rear leg

__ D_ _ Normal front view

____O___ Shallow body – no depth

___F___ Camped under behind

____G___ Normal rear view

___I___ Sickled hocked

____H___ Small boned limbs

___L___ Humped back, camel back, Kyphosis

__A J N__ Good conformation

___P___ Wide a chest

___ E____ Sway back
____C___ Short leg
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